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Abstract. In this paper, we present a unified framework for remote collaboration
using interactive augmented reality (AR) authoring and hand tracking methods.
The proposed framework enables a local user to organize AR digital contents for
making a shared working environment and collaborate multiple users in the
distance. To develop the framework, we combine two core technologies: (i) inter‐
active AR authoring method utilizing a smart input device for making a shared
working space, (ii) hand-augmented object interaction method by tracking two
hands in egocentric camera view. We implement a prototype of the proposed
remote collaboration framework for testing its feasibility in an indoor environ‐
ment. To the end, we expect that our framework enables collaboration as feeling
a sense of co-presence with remote users in a user’s friendly AR working space.

Keywords: Interactive AR authoring · Hand-augmented object interaction ·
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1 Introduction

Augmented reality (AR) is technology that enables users to close in supplementary
information by seamlessly mixed with virtual objects in the real world [1]. Using this,
the users can be worked with digital virtual elements and guided some needed directions.
These useful information can be displayed in various devices such as mobile phones,
PDA, head mounted display (HMD), and high performance PCs. AR technology is
applied to various fields such as interactive games, education, military, gallery/exhibi‐
tion, and repair/maintenance [2].

For the past few decades, AR applications have been mainly developed for only one
user in the manner of one-way interaction with 3D virtual objects [5–7]. Even though
they gives useful and interesting experience to the user, they do not provide experience
of interaction and collaboration with other users. Recently, HMD-based remote collab‐
oration systems have been developed to collaborate a shared target work with remote
users [3, 4]. Unlikely existing remote collaboration systems [9, 10], these systems enable
spatially un-limited interactions and give a sense of co-presence to the local user.
However, these systems not only provides the confined simple interactions (e.g., flip‐
ping, grasping) by tracking a bare hand, but also provides a manually user-defined
working environment to users.
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Meanwhile, many researchers have been studied on AR authoring systems for easily
handling AR digital contents to users. For instance, [11, 12] have been attempted to AR
authoring on mobile device. [11] shows interaction with AR contents using multi-touch
interface of smart device. [12] presents an AR authoring method for unknown outdoor
scene using mobile devices. However, because they do not generate a 3D map using
depth sensors, they are unsuitable to register virtual digital contents on indoor environ‐
ment. On the other hand, Project Tango [13] is a mobile authoring device that builds a
3D map of unknown indoor scene using a depth sensor. However, this system has some
cumbersome points that a user spreads own arms enduringly during performing and sees
the augmented spot through a narrow mobile device display.

In this paper, to settle above mentioned shortcomings, we present a novel HMD-
based remote collaboration framework using interactive AR authoring and hand-
augmented object interaction technologies. To develop the proposed framework, we
integrate two main technologies which are interactive AR authoring with a wearable
smart device (e.g., smartphone) for making a shared working space, and hand-
augmented object interaction by tracking two bare hands in egocentric camera view.
Through the proposed system, the local user can author his/her own working space easily
without any professional programming skills [8], and collaborate remote users through
intuitive interactions between tracking two hands and augmented objects. Through a
preliminary prototype system implementation, we confirm its feasibility as a future
remote collaboration platform. We expect that the proposed system can be applicable
to many AR collaborative applications such as medical surgery education, urban plan‐
ning, games and so forth.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed framework is
presented in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 introduces the initial implementation and preliminary
result of the proposed framework. Lastly, the conclusions and outline plans for future
works are presented in Sect. 4.

2 Proposed Framework

2.1 Overall Framework

Figure 1 shows the proposed overall system diagram of HMD-based remote collabora‐
tion. For this system, we use a smartphone for AR digital contents authoring, and use
an egocentric short-range RGB-D camera and a wearable sensor (e.g., smartwatch) for
accurate two hands tracking, and use an exocentric RGB-D camera for full-body
tracking. For AR authoring, we use the positions, rotations and touch directions infor‐
mation from smartphone. For hands-augmented object interaction, we first segment bare
hands from the egocentric camera. Then, hands and fingers are tracking based on a model
fitting method. After registration between virtual and real hands, we can interact with a
3D augmented object for performing a shared target task. The detail methodological
descriptions of interactive AR authoring and hands-augmented object interaction are
presented as follows.
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Fig. 1. The proposed framework for HMD-based remote collaboration

2.2 Interactive AR Authoring

Figure 2 shows the pipeline of proposed interactive AR authoring system. We first
compute the initial local reference coordinates of a target working space, and then these
local reference coordinates transformed by the obtained simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM)-based coordinates. AR digital contents/objects are placed in the
transformed local coordinates.

Fig. 2. Pipeline of the AR authoring system

Figure 3 shows the concept of our AR authoring system. Before working remote
collaboration system, we organize a shared AR working space where the local and
remote users perform a target task.
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Fig. 3. The concept of AR authoring system: (a) real space, (b) local reference coordinate is
calculated based on plane, (c) SLAM based coordinates is converted local reference coordinate
by translation matrix, (d) virtual contents are augmented in AR space with local reference
coordinate system.

2.2.1 Local Reference Coordinate System
To generate local reference coordinate system, we first select an original point and find
their rotation coordinate system by analyzing 3D point clouds acquired from RGB-D
camera. Then, a user choose regions of interest (RoI) in a scene using mobile input
device. The RoI is detected a circular with a radius of 50 pixels. After a selecting RoI,
we estimate the planes using point clouds of RoI. The plane of parameters πi (a,b,c,d)
are estimated by RANSAC method [14] as follows:

πi = argmin
a,b,c,d

∑N

l
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, (xl,yl, zl) ∈ RoI. (1)

We assume that the maximum number of planes of RoI is three. It is possible that finding
the original point of local reference coordinate system is expressed as a linear least
squares problem.
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The point which has the minimum sum of squares of distance among planes will be
selected as the original point of local reference coordinate system. The directions of
three axis are expressed with three intersection lines on planes.

2.2.2 Adjusting SLAM Coordinates to Local Coordinates
Based on [15], we estimate a camera pose and build a 3D point map in an unknown
scene. It is necessary to adjust SLAM-based coordinates system to local reference coor‐
dinate systems for seamless registration with virtual object in real space. For this, we
calculate two relations for adjustment process. First relation is a scale unit. The scale
parameter of SLAM-based coordinates system is randomly selected in the initialization
stage. This scale parameter should be replacement to a real scale unit. Without refining
the scale parameter, the users couldn’t register virtual object to the position they want.
The scale ratio parameter λ is calculated using distance from camera position to starting
point of each coordinate systems. The depth of RGB-D camera is presented with a meter
scale unit.

𝜆 =
distance from camera to origin in virtual scale units

distance from camera to origin in real scale units
. (3)

Second relation is translation matrix Plocal,n which transforms the points of SLAM coor‐
dinates to local coordinates at nth frame. We first calculate the initial matrix R that
represents transform between coordinates, and then we compute the motion matrix Mn

for each frame. This matrix represents an accumulated camera motion from the initial
frame to the current frame.

Mn = Mn−1 ×… × M1 × M0. (4)

PSLAM,n which is the matrix of transforming points from world coordinates to SLAM
based coordinates is computed by motion matrix and PSLAM,0.

PSLAM,n = Mn−1 × PSLAM,0. (5)

Matrix Plocal,n can be expressed by the following equation:

Plocal,n =
1
𝜆
× Mn−1 × R × M−1

n−1 × PSLAM,n, n ≠ 0. (6)

If we obtain this initial coordinates, we can apply relation matrix R, motion matrix M
and the scale unit parameter to it. The translation matrix Plocal,n provides an augmented
space to matching real space.

2.2.3 3D Contents Authoring
The shared common working space is built by smartphone gestures such as tap, pinch,
and rotate. The smartphone device is better than user’s bare hand as the input device,
because it enables delicate arrangement of virtual object in real space.
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2.3 Hands-Augmented Object Interaction

Tracking two hands is important for natural interaction with virtual objects. There are
two main approaches for this. [16] utilizes a generative method to track full articulations
of two hands. The generative method has an advantage with respect to good generali‐
zation and continuous solution. However, it has a weakness that the solution falls easily
into local minima if the solution is not good in previous frame. [17] utilizes a discrim‐
inative method to detect full articulations of two hands. This method has an advantage
that the solution in the present frame is not affected by the solution of previous frame.
So, it can detect full articulation of two hands in single frame. However, it gives a discrete
solution and tends to the overfitting on training data. To complement the weakness of
each method, our method utilizes both of the generative and discriminative methods.

2.3.1 Hand Feature Extraction
The proposed method utilize a convolutional neural network (CNN) with heterogeneous
input devices for hand-virtual object interaction which illustrated in Fig. 4. As the used
input devices, we are a RGB-D camera and an IMU sensor. The hand image is parsed
into a normal deep network with convolution and pooling layer. The activation function
is used as a rectified linear unit. The feature map obtained from last pooling layer is
unified with 3 DoFs data from the IMU sensor. The remaining layers is fully connected
layer so that we can unify the two heterogeneous data. Consequently, we get some heat
maps that detect the position of joints with the highest probability.

Fig. 4. The proposed CNN with heterogeneous inputs

2.3.2 Hand Pose Estimation
To estimate full articulations of the hands, we adopt two optimization schemes (See
Fig. 5). The input datum are the segmented hand images and the heat maps generated
from the proposed feature extraction algorithm. First, the inverse kinematics (IK)
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optimizer is conducted. This algorithm has good advantage about fast convergence. The
designed objective function Eq. (7) calculates the error between fingertip and target
position so that it find the parameter of articulations. The J is Jacobian matrix and ⇀e is a
vector from source to target, Δ𝜃 is the variance of joint parameter. However, if the feature
extraction is not accurate in some case, IK algorithm would fail.

E1 =
‖‖‖‖JΔ𝜃 −

⇀

e
‖‖‖‖

2

+ 𝜆‖Δ𝜃‖2. (7)

To overcome this problem, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) method is employed.
This is conducted only when the solution is not satisfied by a threshold. The objective
function Eq. (8) is to measure the discrepancy between observation and hand model.
Oi is 3D point in observation and Mi is 3D point in model. wi,j is the weight between
model and observation.

E2 =
∑

i

∑
j
wi,j

‖‖‖Oi − Mj

‖‖‖2
(8)

Fig. 5. The process of hand pose estimation

3 Implementation

3.1 Hardware Configuration

We configure our prototype system using commodity devices. Our system consists of a
computing unit (PC) for computation, a video see-through HMD (HMD and stereoscopic
RGB camera) for visualization, a near-range depth sensor and a smartwatch for bimanual
hand tracking, a smartphone for AR authoring. We additionally use exocentric body
tracker for body tracking.

For a video see-through HMD, we use Oculus Rift DK2 and attach Ovrvision ster‐
eoscopic RGB camera. Oculus Rift DK2 supports position and rotation tracking by
external HMD tracker. For a near-range depth sensor, we use a Creative Senz3D. We
use a Samsung Gear Live for smartwatch. Finally, we used a Microsoft Kinect v2 for
body tracker.
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3.2 Software Configuration

We implement the initial prototype in Unity Engine [18]. Figure 6 illustrates the compo‐
nents and their relationship of proposed system.

Fig. 6. Detail diagram of proposed framework

For interactive AR contents authoring, we use the positions, rotations and touch
directions information which comes from a smartphone input device. With these infor‐
mation, a user can organize his/her AR working space and share the space with remote
users.

For hands-augmented object interaction and collaborations with remote users, we
utilize a near-range depth sensor and a smartwatch for bimanual hand tracking. Bimanual
hand tracking result is used for virtual object manipulation. Also, user’s bimanual hand
posture information is combined with body pose information from body tracker, and
generates combined body-hand pose information is sent to the remote space through
network in real-time. At the same time, remote user’s combined body and hand pose
information is received in real-time, and is used for manipulating avatar movement.

We also utilize point cloud from a near-range depth sensor, to generate occlusion
mask mesh which is used for enhancing user’s depth perception between hand and virtual
object. Then, final virtual scene is merged with real world view, and HMD displays
virtual-real combined image.

3.3 Initial Result

Figure 7 shows initial result of our prototype of HMD-based collaboration system.
Remote user is summoned to local user’s space as a virtual avatar, and both users use
bimanual hand gesture to interact with virtual objects. Unlike previous collaboration
system [3], our system supports two hands interaction with virtual objects by tracking
their hands. Furthermore, after integration with AR authoring method, our system can
enable a local user to organize a user-friendly working space without any professional
programming skills.
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Fig. 7. Initial results: user uses bimanual hand gesture to interact with virtual objects

4 Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper we have presented a novel unified framework for HMD-based remote
collaboration using interactive AR authoring and two hands tracking, which enables a
local user to organize a user-friendly working space without any professional program‐
ming skills, and collaborate physically remote users through intuitive hands-augmented
object interactions. Preliminary implementation result shows its strong possibility as a
future remote collaboration platform. We expect that the proposed framework can be
applicable to many AR collaborative applications such as urban planning, games,
medical surgery education, and so on.

As the future works, we plan to the development of two hands tracking with wearable
sensor and integration AR authoring and collaboration system.
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